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jul 10, 2014 · what is bollywood? what is the term used to describe
indian cinema? what type of films are bollywood movies made of? in
this article, we answer all your questions about bollywood, including:
what do we mean by bollywood? what is bollywood? indian cinema
has always been looked upon with pride and respect by movie buffs
from around the world. bollywood is the name given to indian hindi
language cinema, the world’s second largest movie industry.
although hindi cinema is not as big as hollywood, it has a huge
influence over hollywood. a film set in the entertainment capital of
the world, mumbai, bollywood grew to be more popular than any of
the other film industries around the world, including hollywood. the
word bollywood was chosen by film producers after they found there
were several different words to describe hindi cinema before. it
means, “north style,” a reference to north indian popular cinema. in
english, it means “art cinema,” and “hindi film.” the name bollywood
is called a “brand” in the same way hollywood is a brand. how
bollywood works bollywood is the biggest indian film industry, and it
is the largest of its kind worldwide. bollywood films mainly cater to
audiences in the indian population. however, some english-speaking
indian people have watched bollywood in the past. few bollywood
films are made in english, but some films can be found in english-
language indian language television series. the majority of bollywood
films are in the indian language, hindi. when you watch bollywood
films, you are seeing hindi cinema. what do bollywood movies
include? bollywood movies range from historical dramas to love
stories, and many are made with the aim of making the most money
possible. indian movie producers are always trying to make their
films as popular as possible. bollywood films are made for two
different audiences. the first are the fans of hindi cinema. for them,
bollywood films are more of a communal experience. fans of hindi
cinema enjoy being part of a movie atmosphere, and these films are
designed to help them have a good time. the other audience for
bollywood films are the fans of bollywood stars. they are looking to
see their favorite stars, and are willing to pay a lot of money to see
them. while these stars are some of the most popular people in the
world, they still face many problems, as explained in the next
section. bollywood stars can make lots of money, but they also have
low pay and lots of problems.
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